
A Lasting Gift
BEQUEST  PROGRAMME

TOGETHER, we can save lives.



A Lasting Gift
A gift to the Rescue Helicopter Service is about saving the lives 

of future generations – our sons, daughters and grandchildren 

and their family and friends.

Join our BEQUEST PROGRAMME and be part of 

SAVING FUTURE GENERATIONS.

“Josh, our baby boy, wouldn’t be here without the 
Westpac Rescue heli and crew.  

They saved my husband, Dean’s life after a diving 
accident.  I couldn’t imagine my life without Dean 
and Josh.” 

Sarah, Dean’s wife.



BOB AND ALAN JOHNSTON

 
“We are proud supporters of 
the Rescue Helicopters and 
Alan has used the service, this 
has inspired us to do more. 
If you aren’t able to help 
today the think about leaving 
something in your Will that will 
help future generations, we 
know it will make a difference”

WHY leave a charitable gift to us 
in your Will?

The decision to include us in your Will is something we do not 

take lightly.  We know it requires careful consideration, and we 

really appreciate you considering us a beneficiary. 

This is what some of our BEQUEST  SUPPORTERS have 
said about their decision to leave a gift.



WAYNE AND CHRIS PICKERING

DAVID DUNS, TRUSTEE

 

 

 

“We are long term supporters of 
the Rescue Helicopters and have 
been involved with a number 
of fundraisers, including a golf 
tournament. 

We have met a number of patients 
whose lives have been saved this 
inspires us to do more, we have 
made the decision that we are going 
to leave a gift that will help future 
generations; we know it will make a 
difference.”

 
“I have been a trustee of the Canterbury 
West Coast Air Rescue Trust for over 20 
years. It has been a privilege to serve 
and support this service over this time - 
I have seen many developments and can 
tell you that this is a world class rescue 
service. 

We need to keep up with technology and 
training to keep on saving lives, and to be 
there for our childern and grandchildren - 
thank you for sharing the vision”



This service is not fully government 

funded; but bequests, sponsorships 

and community donations help us 

respond to over 900 emergency 

missions per year.  
 

Night Vision Goggle
Close to 30% of missions 
are now after dark – this 
amazing development 
allows the crew to see in 
the dark. 

IFR Instrument Flight 
Rules allows the crew 
to respond to 30% more 
missions and save lives, in 
low cloud cover.

We need to sustain this service 
but also ensure we provide the 
best possible service.  

Bequests help us 
to plan for that 
future. 

SIM Winch
This allows the crew to train 
without taking one of the 
rescue helicopters off-line 
– it has been described as a 
godsend. 

Recent lifesaving developments include:



Medical Director Dr Katherine 
Townend is working on a number of 
future initiatives with crew Chief Rick 
Knight and Training Lead and Senior 
Rescue Pilot Grant Withers.

As Dr Katherine Townend, states, 
“All of these things will improve 
patient survival and the government 
do not pay for these advancements, 
every day we are striving to do it 
better.”

Future Vision

BEQUEST SUPPORTED ADVANCEMENTS

Essential Training Equipment

− Point of care ultra sound training and equipment
− Advanced simulate mannequin (for resuscitation)
− More advanced and intensive clinical training

Stage III Interventions

− Purchase of more sophisticated CORPULS life support monitors
− Mechanical CPR devices
− More advanced ventilation machines
− Setup for in-air blood transfusions
− More advanced resuscitation packs

Rescue Helicopter

– Ongoing rescue helicopter upgrades to keep up with advancements in avionics.
– Step II – IFR more advanced training for rescue pilots.
– Triage Plus initiative for mass casualty incidents.

A gift in your Will to the Rescue Helicopter 
service is about saving the lives of  future 
generations through new advancements.



Thank you – it was bequests from people like you 

that helped save our lives. 

Helen Higgins with children Jack and Sarah

 

“A gift to the Canterbury West Coast Air Rescue Trust will not only 

help sustain this essential service but also ensure more lives are 

saved in the future.” – 

Christine Prince CEO – Canterbury West Coast Air Rescue Trust.

A bequest to Canterbury West Coast Air Rescue Trust 
is a future ‘lifeline’ for someone’s son, uncle, sister, 
friend or grandchild.  
 



What is the Bequest Supporter 
programme?

The reason we started the Bequest Supporter programme was due 

to the large number of ‘silent supporters’ we encounter; people who 

have bequeathed to us in the past and whom we were never able to 

acknowledge and thank.

Our Bequest Supporter programme is an exclusive group 
of people who have left us a gift in their Will.  We meet up 
once a year for a special Christmas morning tea, where 
bequestors get to meet some of our crew and volunteers.

Pledging to support our service through a gift in your Will 
provides you with access to this programme where we can 
thank you and showcase how your gift will benefit future 
generations.

You will also receive a special badge to show your unique 
support and will be sent our quarterly impact report, 
keeping you up-to-date with our rescue missions and 
patient stories.

Rick Knight       Christine Prince
Crew Chief    CEO, Canterbury West Coast
     Air Rescue Trust



“Our Supporters”


